
1 EXPRESSING ABILITY

CAN / CANNOT ABILITY IN THE PRESENT- I can speak English. 
INABILITY IN THE PRESENT - I cannot / can't speak French.

COULD / COULD
NOT

ABILITY IN THE PAST - She could read at the age of 5. (She was able to read at the age of 5.)
INABILITY IN THE PAST - He couldn't come as he was busy.

BE ABLE TO
ABILITY IN THE PRESENT/PAST - He is/was able to do such a thing.
INABILITY IN THE PRESENT/PAST - He is/was not able to help us.

BE CAPABLE OF ABILITY IN THE PRESENT/PAST - He is/was capable of doing such a thing.
INABILITY IN THE PRESENT/PAST - He is/was not capable of helping us.

MANAGE + inf ABILITY IN THE FUTURE/PAST - He will manage/managed to get lots of votes.
INABILITY IN THE FUTURE/PAST - He won't manage/didn't manage to get lots of votes.

SUCCEED + IN +
Gerund

ABILITY IN THE FUTURE/PAST - He will succeed /succeeded in getting lots of votes.
INABILITY IN THE FUTURE/PAST - He won't succeed /didn't succeed in getting lots of votes.

2 EXPRESSING POSSIBILITY

MAY / MAY NOT
POSSIBILITY - PRESENT - They may visit us at the weekend. They may not be home. 
POSSIBILITY  - PAST - He may have lost my number. They may not have known this.

MIGHT / MIGHT NOT
(lower probability)

POSSIBILITY - PRESENT  - They might visit us at the weekend. They might not be home.
POSSIBILITY - PAST - He might have lost my number. They might not have known
this.

COULD
POSSIBILTY  - PRESENT - They could visit us at the weekend.
POSSIBILITY - PAST - He could have lost my number.

CAN - general
possibility It can get really hot here in the summer.

CANNOT / CAN'T
IMPOSSIBILITY - PRESENT - They cannot /can't be home. Their car is not here.
IMPOSSIBILITY - PAST - He cannot /can't not have known this. It was a secret. 

COULD NOT /
COULDN'T (lower

probabilty)

IMPOSSIBILITY - PRESENT - They could not/couldn't be home. Their car is not here.
IMPOSSIBILITY - PAST - He could not/couldn't have known this. It was a secret.
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3 EXPRESSING PROBABILITY/
CERTAINTY /LOGICAL DEDUCTION

MUST / WILL

LOGICAL  DEDUCTION - PRESENT - That must be John at the door. I am
expecting him. 
LOGICAL  DEDUCTION - PAST - He must have missed the bus if he is not here.
He always does that. 

WILL
CERTAINTY - PRESENT  - He will know how to translate this sentence. He knows
the language very well.

SHOULD
EXPECTATION - PRESENT - He should be there by now. It doesn't take long to
drive here.

CANNOT / CAN'T
CERTAINTY - PRESENT - They cannot / can't be home. Their car in not here. 
CERTAINTY - PAST - He cannot / can't not have known this. It was a secret.

COULD NOT /
COULDN'T (lower

probability)

CERTAINTY - PRESENT - They could not / couldn't be home. Their car is not
here.
CERTAINTY - PAST - He could not / couldn't have known this. It was a secret.

4 EXPRESSING (LACK OF) OBLIGATION /
NECESSITY 

MUST
INTERNAL OBLIGATION - I must finish the project first and then I can come out
with you. 

HAVE TO EXTERNAL OBLIGATION  - Everybody has to wear seat bells. It's the law.

NEED TO NECESSITY - You need to charge the phone before you can use it.

DON'T HAVE TOO
DON'T NEED TO /

NEEDN'T

LACK OF OBLIGATION - PRESENT 
You don't have to call him today. You can do it tomorrow.
LACK OF NECESSITY - PRESENT
You don't need to finish / needn't finish this today.

DIDN'T HAVE TO +
inf

LACK OF OBLIGATION - PAST - the activity WAS NOT performed  
We didn't have to go to school yesterday as it was Sunday. = We didn't go to
school BECAUSE it was not necessary.

NEEDN'T HAVE +
3rd form of the

verb

LACK OF NECESSITY - PAST - the activity WAS performed 
You needn't have bought more bread. We still have some left from yesterday. =
You bought bread, ALTHOUGH it was not necessary.
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5 EXPRESSING INTERDICTION

MUST NOT /
MUSTN'T

STRONG  INTERDICTION - You must not / mustn't drive under the
influence.

MAY NOT
LACK OF PERMISSION  - You may not leave until you have finished your
work.

CANNOT /
CAN'T

STRONG RECOMMENDATION - You can't expect everything to go your
way.

SHOULD NOT /
SHOULDN'T

ADVICE,  RECOMMENDATION - You should not / shouldn't say that
to him. It's not right. 

OUGHT NOT TO
ADVICE, RECOMMENDATION (of a moral nature) - You ought not to
disrespect the elderly.

6 EXPRESSING ADVICE /
RECOMMENDATION / CRITICISM

SHOULD SUGGESTION  - You should do something about this.

OUGHT TO
MORAL OBLIGATION / SUGGESTION  - You ought to visit your
grandparents more often.

COULD MILD  ADVICE - You could try to be more open minded.

MIGHT MILD ADIVCE - You might want to try on this pair of shoes. 

HAD BETTER
STRONG RECOMMENDATION / WARNING - You had better / You'd
better go now. You had better / You'd better not upset him.

SHOULD NOT /
SHOULDN'T

ADVICE / CRITICISM - You shouldn't say that to a friend.

OUGHT NOT TO CRITICISM - You ought not to disrespect him. 
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